
MAKING WAVES AND PROTEC TING 
WHAT MAT TERS

A surf accessory business that started life in 2019, Boardsox is on a mission to 

offer outstanding products, sustainably-made to help protect two of the 

things surfers love most – their boards, and the ocean.

Traditional surfboard covers, or ‘board socks’ as they’re known, don’t have a 

long life, ripping easily, sticking to surf wax, and having a poor environmental 

footprint. By investing in longer lasting canvas bags, and partnering with a 

diverse range of artists to design prints on them, the team created a product 

that’s durable, practical, desirable, and most importantly, more sustainable. 

Now all they had to do was get it in front of the right people. 

 

Like any new brand starting out, budgets were small, and the task seemed 

huge. But the founders turned to Facebook to establish a customer base, build 

a community, and support retailers with locally targeted ads that drove people 

in-store.

 

Carefully choosing creative partners helped too. By working with Indigenous 

artists, community-based charities and organisations like JURAKI and One 

Wave is All it Takes, the team were able to cross-promote on social channels 

and access new audiences, while doing good (10% of profits from selected 

designs are donated to charity).

Designed by an Indigenous artist, Zachary Bennett-Brook, their recent 

Bombara Boardsox collection has funded surf lessons for over 100 young 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

 

With sales up 413% between 2019 and 2020 , the Boardsox team are keeping 

the momentum going with the introduction of exciting new product lines, and 

international export, using the same online targeting of surfer communities 

that has proven such a success in Australia. Just like Boardsox, 82% of small 

business owners say Facebook apps helped them get up and running*.

See how we help small business at

australia.fb.com 
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